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How does digital technology lead to new business models?

How this affects enterprises’ good manners?



Digitalization: outlooks?

• International Data Corporation (IDC) estimates that 40% of all technology
spending will go toward digital transformation strategy, with enterprises 
spending over $2.3 trillion by 2023.
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Digitalization roadmap: what it is?

• A document which assesses the investment needs, schedule, payback 
period, impact on the business model, profitability; and provides terms of 
reference for necessary solutions.

Enterprise Estonia supports the preparation of the digitization
roadmap financially, on the basis of the regulation “Digitization
roadmap support” the Administrative Procedure Act.
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Basic structure: Common characteristics 
of digitalized businesses models

• The global reach of business functions and activities
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Digitalization roadmap: Mapping

• Mapping must be done to three key aspects:

Business model: smart manufacturing, smart factory;

Supply chain: monitoring operations in real-time, collaborate digitally; 

Process: robots, IoT, B2B eCommerce, etc..

• Digitalization the roadmap goal is to find the bottlenecks in the process and 
in the supply chain, which can be solved by using:

Digital technologies, to provide alternative solutions;

Possibilities of financing solutions, including financial instrument 
from markets, public-supported actions, etc.
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Digitalization roadmap: Creation

• Identify how digital technologies can increase the performance of a business 
model must be according to three categories:

Management and organization;

Software and its integration;

Use of digital technologies.

Management &  

organization

Software &

its integration

Use of digital 

technologies

The supply chain is a structure

(which may be connected to the process of managing and )

Organization of the process

(which may be connected to the chain structure or )

Business model and development strategy
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Digitalization roadmap: a holistic approach to
 greater production reliability and greater profits
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Basic structure: Common characteristics 
of digitalized businesses models

• Target’s digital transition strategy.

• Reinvent your business model at its core:
Focus on technology;

Data security;

Supply-chain transparency and flexibility;

Remote workforces and automation;

Customer Engagement Strategies.
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Digitalization roadmap: Common characteristics of 
digitalized businesses models

• The transformation process ‘Digitalization roadmap’ is evolutionary, taking
years, and requires adjustments across the entire organization.

• Steps of digitalization transformation

1. Develop strategy;

2. Define roadmap;

3. Asses digital readiness;

4. Discover new business and revenue streams;

5. Implement, scale and optimize.
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Digital transformation technologies: Challenges

1. Systematic factors of changes
• Digital transformation;
• Rapid technological change;
• Complexity and changing customer preferences and legal requirements.
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Digital transformation: Challenges

2. Intrinsic factors
Trust;

Resilience / agility.

3. Changing in working environment (willingness to change)
Capability and competency;

Decision making.
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How does Industry 4.0 lead to best business model 
practices & support digitalization transformation?

• Business Strategy:
Operations:
Technology: Drives agility and innovation;
Employees: trainings, organizational culture, communication and empowerment;
Costumers: improve customer experience, personalization of the user experience, 

customer loyalty and trust.

• Digitized Solutions Strategy:
Fintech, Big data;
Manufacturing Cloud;
E-commerce. Consumption Social networks.
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Benefits of Digital Transformation

1. Drives competitive advantage

2. Improves operational efficiency
• Increases revenue

3. Creates a digital company culture

4. Drives agility and innovation
• Improves customer & employee experience

• Enables employees to do their jobs better

5. Makes communication and collaboration easier
• Improves decision making
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Conclusion ― Final Thoughts

• Companies today need digitalization in order to survive and stay competitive. 

Trends (market’s needs) are dictating companies to adopt new business models.

• Digital transformation allow change in their business models, digitize 
manufacturing, transactions and operations, and hence increase:

Efficiencies ja competitive advantages through technology.

• For companies looking to jumpstart their successful digital transformation, 
establishing a digital roadmap, a blueprint for stakeholders, create a clear business 
strategy towards thriving in the new digital reality.

• Change might start with you, policy makers.
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Thank you!

Project team ‘Industry 4.0’

Yassine Bakkar, Wolfgang Dieter Gerstlberger & Tauno Otto, 

Tallinn University of Technology – TalTech

Contact:

Yassine Bakkar: yassine.bakkar@taltech.ee

Wolfgang Dieter Gerstlberger: wolfgang.gerstlberger@taltech.ee

Tauno Otto: tauno.otto@taltech.ee
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Extra documents
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Methodology: digitalization case studies

• Survey

• Questionnaire

• Interviews

• (Financial institutions, KPMG Lighthouse, High-tech companies, 
Logistic companies, Others).
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Role of public authorities

• Challenge handler. implementing agency pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act.

• Supported activities

• Support for the digitization roadmap to compile.

• A digitization contains:

 a review of undertakings and business model, supply chain, and production or service process;

 an assessment of the payback period and the impact of the solutions specified in clause 2 on 
the business model and financial results of the undertaking.

• Aid rate and maximum aid amount

• The maximum amount of support per project is 15 000 euros.

• The support rate is 90% of the eligible costs of the project.

• The support rate of an undertaking registered in Tallinn and Tartu is 50% of the eligible costs.
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Role of public authorities

• Applying for support
• Applications to submit through the e-service.
• The aid is granted to the entrepreneur once.

• Requirements for the applicant and the application
• An applicant shall comply with the following requirements:

1. Estonian company;
2. The average net sales according to the annual report submitted (2 last years) 

must be at least EUR 200 000;
3. Not benefited from previous supports;
4. Support is not applied for expenditure for which support has already been 

allocated from another domestic or other foreign aid funds.
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